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ABSTRACT 
               The heat straightening method of repair for damaged steel structures has been 
employed for many years. The method was based on the experience of practitioners. Recent 
research has given an engineering background for the technique and established certain 
procedures and guidelines to be followed while using heat straightening. 
                 Although a scientific basis has now been established, there still exist some major gaps 
in the data. Misuse of the heat straightening technique has produced fractures in the steel during 
repair. There are two parameters that may be keys to limiting fracture sensitivity: degree of 
damage and application of jacking force stress during the repair of the damaged steel. Currently, 
research data supports repairing damaged steel strained to 100 times yield strain if jacking forces 
used in repair are limited. No data exist for more severe damage such as caused by high impact. 
The formation of a link between degree of damage and jacking ratio may lead to a performance-
based design.  
                The purpose of this research is to investigate behavior of plate elements bent about 
their weak (minor) axes and then heat straightened. Specifically relationships between material 
properties, jacking force, degree of damage and amount of movement during straightening will 
be investigated. The results will be used to develop recommended heating and jacking patterns 
for repair of localized damage. This research will provide a method of repair for fracture critical 
situations such as damaged rigid beam-to-column connections and damaged steel subjected to 
dynamic behavior for machinery and fire damaged structures. 
                 The damaged plates were repaired using heat straightening technique. The movement 
of plates was compared to strain ratio and jacking ratio. Movement was found to be directly 
proportional to jacking ratio and inversely proportional to the strain ratio. Degree of damage did 
 xi
affect material properties of repaired plates. A locally damaged flange was repaired using new 
heating pattern developed by finite element modeling. 
            More widespread use of the heat straightening technique would lead to both efficient and 
economical repair of damaged steel structures since the process is fast and minimizes disruptions 
related to use of the structure. 
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CHAPTER1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction  
                The heat straightening technique has probably been used to straighten damaged steel 
since shortly after the initiation of welding in fabricated steel construction. The methodology for 
many years was based on the experience of practitioners through trail and error. But recently an 
engineering basis for heat straightening has begun to be defined.  
 There is some hesitation by the engineering and construction community to utilize the technique 
to repair damaged steel. This concern is due to several reasons: 
1. There is a history of steel beams occasionally fracturing during the heat straightening 
process. 
2. Some beams have fractured after being returned to service. 
3. A few heat-straightened beams have been removed years after repair (for reasons 
unrelated to repair) and their materials properties were significantly different. 
4. Significant changes in material properties have been found in repaired steel particularly 
an increase in brittleness. 
5. Extensive data is not available for heat-straightened members that have actually been 
repaired. 
                               The levels of damage that are expected to be repairable in the parlance of 
FEMA 352(17) are: 
• G1, Buckled girder flange 
• G2, Yielded girder flange. 
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Accordingly, repair of all these types of damage by heat straightening or any other repair 
method must leave the repaired members with an acceptable level of ductility and fracture 
toughness. 
              The heat straightening method is quick and economical (compared to the costly 
replacement of the member), it tends to minimize disruptions of functional activities in and 
around the structure, materials used to conduct repair are limited and not costly, plus the 
manpower required is small. 
                Heat straightening is a repair procedure in which a limited amount of heat is applied in 
specific patterns to plastically deformed regions of damaged steel in repetitive heating and 
cooling cycles to produce a gradual straightening of the material. Heat straightening is not hot 
mechanical straightening in which force is the primary parameter. It is rather a thermal 
expansion/contraction, unsymmetrical process in which each cycle leads to a gradual 
straightening trend. The process of heat straightening is characterized by following conditions:  
1. The maximum heating temperature of the steel does not exceed either the lower phase 
transition temperature or temperature limit for quenched and tempered steels. 
2. The stress produced by applied external forces does not exceed the yield stress in its 
heated condition. 
3. Only regions in vicinity of damage are heated in specific patterns that produce 
straightening. 
           Fracture sensitivity of steel is one of the major issues of the heat straightening related 
process. It has been documented that overheating combined with rapid cooling can produce 
more brittle steel which may be sensitive to fracture. There are two additional parameters 
influencing fracture sensitivity of heat-straightened steel: 
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1. The degree of damage 
2. Level of jacking force used during the repair 
          A question repeatedly asked by engineers is: what is the most severe damage that must be 
on a structural member that can be repaired?  
            Steel members having their maximum extreme fiber strains reaching 100 times the yield 
strain (µ = 100) have been successfully repaired and mechanical properties examined. Strain 
ratio, µ, is the maximum strain caused by damage, divided by the strain at initial yield. The 
results showed a limited change in ductility and minor changes in yield stress and tensile 
strength.  
            It has also been found that over-jacking is a primary cause of sudden fractures that 
sometime occur during heat straightening. It is important to understand the difference between 
heat straightening and hot mechanical straightening. In heat straightening the purpose of 
applying the jacking force is to provide a primary restraint to movement in the opposite 
direction. This movement occurs primarily due to heating and expansion. When the jacking force 
is excessive, it not only restrains but forces movement through yielding of material similar to the 
forces causing the original damage but in the opposite direction. This is referred to as hot 
mechanical straightening. It has been shown that jacking ratios greater than 50% of member 
capacity will sometimes result in a brittle fracture during heat straightening. As a result, current 
practice is to limit the jacking force to 50% of the member capacity in the heated zone. The 
jacking ratio is defined as the moment produced by the jacking force, Mj, divided by the plastic 
moment, Mp, at a given cross-section. Based on this evidence, it is believed that the mechanical 
properties related to fracture sensitivity are a function of the jacking ratio. 
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1.2 Purpose 
        The overall purpose of this research is to develop improved procedures for repairing plate 
elements damaged in bending about their minor axis. The major focus is an experimental testing 
program to determine relationships between degree of damage, level of jacking force, material 
properties and level of movement. The results of these experiments will be used to develop an 
improved heat straightening methodology based on an analytical study. 
Scope of Investigation: 
Task 1 Design a series of experiments to evaluate parameters affecting heat straightened plates 
damaged about their minor axis. 
Task 2 Design, fabricate and erect the testing rigs for inducing the specified levels of minor axis 
damage. 
Task 3 Design, fabricate and erect testing rigs for the heat-straightening repair of the damage 
steel plates. 
Task 4 Conduct the heat straightening repairs on plates damaged along their minor axis. 
Task 5  Analyze the resulting data from the tests. 
Task 6 Conduct finite element analyses of typical minor axis plate damage and develop 
recommendations for improving current heat straightening techniques. 
Task 7 Report the experimental results and analysis along with limitations and recommendations 
in the form of thesis. 
1.3 Literature Review 
        There are several publications relevant to this research investigation. 
                      Avent et al. (2000 a) report a study in which structural members were damaged and 
completely repaired by heat straightening after which material properties were investigated.                  
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Yield stress, tensile strength and ductility were studied. In this research, damaged steel with a 
maximum strain ratio of 100 times yield strain was repaired. Material properties were compared 
to members damaged with much smaller strain. Plates were damaged along the major (strong) 
axis. The maximum jacking ratio was 50%. Similar tests were also conducted on wide flange 
beams and the mechanical properties were investigated. The research data indicated that heat 
straightening does affect the mechanical properties of steel. The data presented in the study 
provides guidance as to how many times a girder can be damaged and heat straightened in the 
same zone. Changes in all the material properties become more evident with the increasing 
number of damage/repair cycles. The changes are particularly significant at the region associated 
with apex of vee. The material property changes were usually small after two cycles. Based on 
research evidence it was concluded that re-damaged members at the same location should not be 
subjected to heat straightening more than twice, even for strain well under 100 times the yield 
strain. 
         Avent et al. (2000 b) conducted a study for the process of heat straightening of damaged 
rolled shapes based on the logical extension of straightening of plates. Some of the rolled shape 
members when damaged were bent along their major axis, some along their minor axis and some 
both ways. The overall effect was a combination of one or more of the fundamental damage 
categories as follows: 
• Category S  (strong axis bending) 
• Category W  (weak axis bending) 
• Category T   (twisting) 
• Category L  (localized damage) 
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        The paper describes the behavior of rolled shapes during heat straightening with the focus 
on category S and category W types of damage. Over 300 heats were applied to 30 rolled shapes 
to document the behavior of heat-straightened angles, channels, and wide flange beams. A 
mathematical formula to predict the amount of straightening per heat was developed. The 
amount of straightening due to one heat was shown to be a function of vee angle, magnitude of 
jacking force, shape of cross section, and stress distribution due to jacking. Though the rolled 
shapes can be damaged and repaired multiple number of times with similar movement response, 
it was recommended that the same area not be repaired more than twice. The first heat cycle 
produces larger movements than successive cycles due to residual stress. 
      Avent et al. (2000 c) reported a study in which heat straightening was applied to plates 
damaged along their major (strong) axis and presented related engineering criteria for its use. 
Over 300 heats were applied to a variety of plates. The primary factors influencing straightening 
were angle of vee heat, steel temperature during heating and external restraining forces. To aid 
engineers in predicting plate movements during heat straightening, a simple mathematical 
formula was developed. The maximum degree of damage was 100 times yield strain. The 
maximum jacking ratio was 50%. The plates were damaged along their strong axis and vee heats 
were applied to the plates with vee angles ranging from 200 to 600.  Conclusions drawn were that 
plastic rotations were verified to be directly proportional to the vee angle, temperature and 
restraining forces. The plate thickness was shown to be insignificant as long as heat application 
process allowed for penetration of heat through thickness. 
        Avent et al. (2001) reported a study on the repair of localized damage in steel by heat 
straightening. The study recommended heating patterns for typical types of localized damage as 
well as a method for determining the jacking forces. The heating temperature in the steel was 
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limited to 6500C (12000F) and the jacking forces were limited so that the stress did not exceed 
50% of yield at ambient temperature. Four W8 x 13 beams were used. The jacking force served 
two purposes: 
1. To create compressive axial stress that accelerates the flange shortening at both line and 
vee heats. 
2. To create bending stress at yield lines which again accelerates straightening. 
          A conservative approach was used to limit the jacking force to a percentage of force 
required to produce a yield line collapse load, which was defined as the formation of a 
mechanism in which deformation will continue under a constant load. 
      The mechanical properties of the test specimens were compared with those of the undamaged 
section. The mechanical properties evaluated were ultimate strength, yield strength and modulus 
of elasticity. The following conclusions were drawn from this study 
1. Local damage is most effectively heat straightened by using a relatively small number of 
line heats in the area of largest curvature rather than a large number of vee heats. 
2. Straightening local damage is usually done in stages in which both jacking forces and 
heating patterns are varied in response to the progression of movements. 
3. Heat straightening requires a number of cycles to complete the repair. 
4. Yield stress and tensile strength are not significantly changed after heat straightening. 
5. Ductility is reduced by one-third. 
             Avent and Mukai (2001) reported a study on heat straightening repair of damaged steel 
to provide some engineering guidelines for the use of the heat straightening process. The ideas 
presented in this paper were meant to provide a basis when contemplating heat-straightening 
repair. Discussed in the study was the heat straightening methodology. A clear distinction was 
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made between heat straightening and two other methods often confused with heat straightening, 
namely, hot mechanical straightening and hot working. Discussed in the paper were various heat 
patterns viz. line heat, vee heat, and strip heat and where and under what damage conditions 
these should be used. The damage patterns and the relationship between fundamental damage 
patterns and basic types of heats were also discussed. Also the proper placement and sequencing 
of heats combined with control of the heating temperature and jacking forces were discussed. 
The goal of this paper was to summarize the state-of-the-art in the heat straightening repair of 
damage steel. The proper placement and sequencing of the heats combined with control of 
heating temperature and jacking forces makes heat straightening a safe, economical and an 
effective procedure. 
1.4 Methodology 
              The goal of this thesis is to conduct and study the heat straightening of the steel plate 
members bent along their weak axis under severe damage conditions. The study includes 
extracting coupons by professionals and testing coupons for material properties. Investigated are 
the material properties of yield strength, tensile strength and ductility of the damaged sections 
along with a comparison with material properties of undamaged sections. The purpose of the 
study is also to conduct a finite element analysis of typical patterns for local plate damaged along 
its weak axis and develop recommendations for the improvement of heat straightening 
techniques. The methodology has been grouped into following tasks: 
• Task 1  
         The first task is to design a series of experiments to evaluate parameters affecting heat 
straightened plates damaged along their minor axis. It is proposed to test nine plates with 
varying degrees of damage and varying levels of jacking force during repair. The plates are 
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A36 grade steel plates with dimensions 2 ft x 1 ft x ¾ inches. Table 1.1 shows the specific 
plate specimens with degree of damage and jacking ratio used. 
Table 1.1 Plate Specimens with Degree of Damage and Jacking Ratio Used 
Plate No. Strain Ratio Jacking Ratio 
Mj / Mp 
C-1 65 0.50 
C-2 65 0.70 
C-3 65 0.90 
A-2 150 0.50 
A-3 150 0.70 
A-1 150 0.90 
B-3 200 0.50 
B-2 200 0.70 
B-1 200 0.90 
D Undamaged              ------- 
 
• Task 2 
              The second task is to fabricate and erect the testing rigs for inducing the specified levels 
of minor axis damage. The plates are to be placed on the rig and damaged with an MTS testing 
machine. The plate damage test is programmed in an MTS testing machine computer prior to 
loading to ensure desired degree of damage.  
• Task 3  
      The third task is to design, fabricate and erect testing rigs for the heat-straightening repair 
of damage steel plates. Each plate is to be set up in the rig and jacks set up according to the 
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specified jacking percentages of 50%, 70%, and 90% of capacity. The rigs are to be tested for 
maximum pressure.  
• Task 4  
          The fourth task is to conduct the heat straightening repairs on plates damaged along 
their minor axis. Line heats will be applied across the damaged section. Application of line 
heats is done in the zone of damage curvature. The curvature of the cross section is divided 
into five or six lines and heat is applied on the lines. Temperature is recorded at five different 
points when heating each line. Ideal temperature is 1200 o F. After each line heat, the drop in 
jacking pressure will be recorded and the jacks re-set to their original pressure. Jacking 
pressure will be re-calculated as the geometry changes. Line heats will be applied until the 
damaged section is straight in its unstressed condition. 
• Task 5  
         The fifth task will be analyzing the resulting data from the experimental setup. Coupons 
will be extracted from the heat straightened damaged steel plates. Tensile strength and charpy 
V-notch tests will be conducted on the coupons. The material properties of yield strength, 
tensile strength and ductility will be studied and compared with those of undamaged 
specimens. The relationship between number of heats and change in the angle of damage will 
be studied with respect to degree of damage.  
• Task 6 
         A finite element analysis will be conducted of typical minor axis local damage and 
recommendations developed for improving current heat straightening techniques. The results 
of the experimental study will enable the development of better heat patterns for plates 
damaged along their weak axis. 
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• Task 7 
            The results of the experiments and analysis conducted along with finite element 
analysis will be compiled and reported in form of thesis. 
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CHAPTER2. HEAT STRAIGHTENING EXPERIMENTAL  
SET-UP 
2.1 Introduction 
                  Two aspects of the research study are described in this chapter. First the parameters to 
be included in the testing program are determined. Second, the testing protocols of damaging and 
repairing the steel specimens are described. The degree of damage is referred to as the strain 
ratio, µ, which is the maximum strain in the damaged section divided by the strain at yield. To 
date steel members having a maximum extreme fiber strain reaching up to a 100 times the yield 
strain have been successfully repaired. The jacking ratios have been limited to 50% of the 
member capacity in the heated zone. It is the purpose here to investigate the heat straightening of 
plates with a degree of damage greater than 100 times the yield strain. The effect of jacking 
forces greater than 50% will also be investigated. In this chapter the process involved in the 
computation of jacking forces for different degrees of damage will be described.  
Few researchers have reported on studies conducted on heat straightening of the weak axis 
damaged and for strain ratios greater than 100, little or no data exists. Currently, no analytical 
methods for predicting the behavior of such plates after heat straightening are available. 
Also presented in this chapter are the design setups for damaging the plates with strain ratios 
greater than 65 and design setups for heat straightening. 
2.2 Degree of Damage 
                     The second task of the study consisted of inducing damage in the plates about their 
minor axis.  A center point loading on simply supported plates was used to create various 
degrees of damage. An evaluation of degree of damage requires measurements to be taken as 
discussed later in this chapter. These measurements can then be used to compute the maximum 
damage-induced strain.  
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         The research conducted to date has shown that heat straightening can be successful on steel 
with plastic strains up to 100 times the yield strain. There is reason to believe that even larger 
strains can be repaired. The measurement of degree of damage will require measurement of 
radius of curvature for achieving strain ratios of 65, 150, and 200 respectively.  
Table 1.1 shows the degree of damage and jacking force to be applied to the nine test specimens. 
2.2.1 Selection of Degree of Damage 
            The selection of the strain ratio for the research parameters is based on the following 
considerations 
•  No plates with strain ratios greater than 100 have been studied for plates damaged about 
their minor axis. 
• The maximum strain ratio prior to fracture for most steel is approximately 200-250. The 
maximum strain ratio selected in our experiments is 200, which is in the vicinity of 
fracture.  
• Since relatively little minor axis data is available for strain ratios of 100 and less, a value 
of 65 was selected as the lower bound and within the range of previous research. 
• A strain ratio of 150 was also selected to provide three reference points for strain ratio 
data. 
2.2.2 Test Set Up and Measurement of Degree of Damage 
             A center point loading on simply supported plates was used to create various degrees of 
damage. A total of 9 plates were selected and as shown in Table 1.1. All were A36 steel with 
dimensions of 2 ft x 1 ft x ¾ inch. Since, practically no data exist beyond a strain ratio of 100, 
the load required to produce the desired degree of damage was unknown. The plates were 
damaged using an MTS loading frame as shown below in Figure 2.1. 
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         The load was increased by applying a constant ram speed of one inch deflection per 
minute. A plate was initially damaged to five inches deflection along minor axis. Measurements 
were taken and the strain ratio determined. If not at the desired strain ratio, additional load was 
applied and then the plate was re-measured. After several trials the appropriate level of 
deflection was found that corresponded to a specific strain ratio. Then two additional plates were 
damaged to each specified strain ratio. Over a small length of bending, the radius of curvature, R, 
can be approximated as a constant as shown in Figure 2.2 and 2.3. 
 
(a) Undamaged plate ready for loading     (b) Plate after completion of loading 
Fig. 2.1 Experimental setup for inducing damage along minor axis. 
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Fig. 2.2 Radius of curvature and ymax of damaged plate 
 
 
Fig. 2.3     Relationship of angle of damage to radius of curvature 
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The maximum strain can be related to radius of curvature by (Avent et al 1998) 
           maxmax
1 y
R
=ε                                                                                                      (2.1) 
Initial yield strain is related to radius of curvature by 
       
E
Fy
y =ε                                                                                                                  (2.2) 
             The ratio of the maximum strain to the yield strain referred to as the strain ratio,µ , is 
used as one measure of the extent to which the steel has been damaged. From the above two 
equations the strain ratio is 
      ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡=
y
max
RF
y Eµ                                                                                            (2.3) 
 Where,  
            E = is the modulus of elasticity. 
           ymax  = is the distance from the centroid to the extreme fiber of the element. 
           Fy  = is the yield stress. 
            The radius of curvature, R, was determined graphically. The damaged plate was placed 
on its edge and the curvature traced. Tangents were drawn in the zone of largest curvature and 
the radius measured. An example is shown in Figure 2.4. Plates bent to strain ratios of 
approximately 65, 150 and 200 are shown in Figure 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7. 
2.3 Load Deflection Curves 
              Shown in Figure 2.8 is the graph for the load deformation curve obtained for plate C, for 
a strain ratio of 65. From each of the load deflection curves for damaged cross section, the yield 
stress was found. 
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Fig. 2.4 Trace of plate B-3 (µ = 200) 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Plate C Minimum damage (strain ratio 65) 
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Fig. 2.6 Plate A Intermediate damage (strain ratio 150) 
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Plate B Maximum damage (strain ratio 200) 
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         The yield load Py was graphically estimated from the load deflection graphs, Py  can be 
estimated as the load at which the curve begins to be non linear. The yield load Py was found 
from the load deflection curve and used to estimate the yield stresses are shown in Table 2.1.  
The average yield load for each of the strain ratios was taken. For a simply supported plate bent 
about its minor axis, 
               My= 4
LPy ×                                                                                                      (2.4) 
               Fy = S
M y ,                                                                                                         (2.5) 
where, 
 My = moment at initial yield 
 L = span length                                                       
 S = section modulus 
Table 2.1 Yield Stress of Damaged Plates 
Strain Ratio Plate length 
(in) 
Section Modulus 
(in.3)  
Yield Load 
(kips) 
Yield Stress 
(ksi) 
65 12  1.68  22.4 40.0 
150 12  1.68  22.0 39.0 
200 12  1.68  21.5 38.5  
 
2.4 Experimental Setup 
               The heat straightening set up for plates damaged along their minor axis is shown in   
Figure 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11.  
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Fig. 2.8 Load deflection curve for plate C (strain ratio = 65) 
            The basic concept is to cantilever the bent plate and apply the jacking force to plate’s free 
end. The cantilever was fixed to the end by attaching the plate to channel. The channel was 
supported at both ends so it could not rotate. The supports are provided by the bracing angles that 
are shown in Figure 2.9 and 2.10. The channel was braced to prevent rotation. However when 
required to adjust for a change in the geometry of the plate during straightening, it could be 
rotated by removing and re-adjusting the braces. There were four sets of mounting frames so four 
plates could be in position at one time. The adjustment was necessary to accommodate the large 
change in geometry of a plate while being heat straightened. 
          The moment arm, d, is the distance between the point of application of the jack and the 
center of curvature of damaged section. The distance between the point of application of jack and 
center of curvature changed as the geometry of plate changed.  
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Fig. 2.9 Heat straightening set-up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                
Fig. 2.10 Heat straightening set-up showing plate mounted on channel 
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Fig. 2.11 Schematic diagram of heat straightening frame 
2.4.1 Calculation of Jacking Pressure  
               The following formula was developed for calculating jacking pressures, for 50%, 70% 
and 90% jacking ratios. Using static the moment at the center of bend can be calculated in terms 
of Pj (refer to Figure 2.11) and can be used to calculate the stress in the jacks in the form of 
jacking pressure. 
 
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ×= eyj GdAe
ZFj
P 1000
))((
))()((
                                                                                  (2.6) 
 Where, 
Pj  = Jacking pressure, psi 
  j = Jacking ratio (%) 
 Fy = yield stress = 45.1 ksi, based on the initial assessment 
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 Z = section modulus, (in3) =1.68  
Ae = the area of the jack attached to the plates (table 2.2), in2 
d = the moment arm, in.  
Ge =  the gauge correction factor (the gauges were tested with a calibrated loading device and 
found to have errors in their readings of a few hundred psi Ge is the correction factor for each 
gauge reading)   
 The jack areas along with their serial numbers used in heat straightening set up are shown in 
Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Effective Area (Ae ) of jacks                       
Jack Number Effective Area (in2) 
RC 156/158 3.14 
RC 102/104 2.23 
 
2.4.2 Movement of Plates during Straightening 
              Figure 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 show the movement of a typical plate with the progression of 
heat cycles. As shown in the figures the point of application of jack changes as the plate 
straightens. 
 
Fig. 2.12 Damaged plate ready for heat straightening 
Initially 
damaged 
plate 
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Fig.2.13 Damaged plate partially straightened 
(Note that the cantilever support has been re-set) 
 
Fig. 2.14 Damaged plate completely heat straightened 
Plate 
straightens 
out as 
number of 
heats 
progress 
Repaired 
plate 
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2.5 Measurement of Angles 
              The base angle and cantilever angles were measured after each heating and cooling 
cycle. The base angle, Bθ , was the angle of the channel-plate connected at the cantilever support. 
The cantilever angle, Cθ , was the angle of the free end of the damaged plate to which the load 
was applied. The measurement of the angles is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Angles were measured 
with an electronic level. Both measured angles changed as the heats progressed and the plate 
moved. The base angle changed when the channel was rotated to adjust for change in geometry 
of plate. The cantilever angle changed after almost every heat cycle. The difference between two 
successive cantilevers angles were computed for every heat cycle which was the movement of 
plate.  
 
 
(a) Measurement of horizontal angle (cantilever angle) 
Fig.  2.15 Angle measurement for plates 
Cantilever angle Cθ  
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(b) Measurement of vertical angle (base angle) 
 
2.6 Line Heat 
               Line heats were applied to repair a damaged zone in a plate about its minor axis. A line 
heat consists of a single straight pass of the torch as shown in figure 2.17. Because of the thermal 
gradient through the thickness and the bending moment, more upsetting occurs on the torch (or 
hotter) side of plate. With proper restraints and a uniform speed of the torch, a rotation will occur 
about the heated line. The movement of a plate occurs as a result of plastic deformation during 
contraction. 
               A single line heat was applied in a single heat cycle. The damaged zone was divided 
into a series of lines with the lines placed at a distance of half-inch spacing. The number of lines 
Base angle Bθ  
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on a plate depended upon the area of damaged zone. After each heat, the drop in jacking pressure 
was recorded and jacks were re-jacked to their original pressure.  
         The patterns shown in table 2.3 were followed while applying line heat to the plates. These 
patterns were developed so that two adjacent lines were not heated consecutively. Table 2.3 and 
Figure 2.16 show the heat number and the heat pattern along with the series of lines in the 
damaged zone. The lines were labeled in following way: the center line was labeled, C, and the 
lines above the center line were labeled in even numbers and lines below the center line were 
labeled in odd numbers. For the least damaged plate the damaged zone was small as compared to 
the maximum damaged plate. Therefore, the number of lines heated varied with degree of 
damage. The area of damage decreased as the plates straightens. 
Table 2.3 Sequence of Line Heats Applied to Each Type of Plate (see Figure 2.16 for line 
numbers) 
Heat No. Plate C (strain ratio 
65) 
Plate A (strain ratio 
150) 
Plate B (strain 
ratio 200) 
1. C C C 
2. 3 3 3 
3. 4 4 4 
4. 1 1 1 
5. 2 2 2 
6.  5 5 
7.    6 
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Fig. 2.16 Lines in damaged zone 
 
Fig. 2.17 (a) Line heat in progress 
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                                                   (b) Line heat in progress 
2.7 Restraining Forces 
                    The term “restraining forces” can refer to the externally applied forces or internal 
redundancy. These forces, when properly utilized, can expedite the heat straightening process. 
Movement occurs as a result of plastic deformations during contraction, not by mechanical 
overload. Therefore, initial restraining forces are an integral part of heat straightening. All the 
jacks used in the setup were gauged and calibrated. In this experiment some of the plates were 
over jacked to jacking ratios of 70% and 90%. This was done to investigate the effect of over-
jacking on the heat straightening of plates. Jacking forces were used as an external force in this 
research. Jacking ratios, 
Mp
Mj , of 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 respectively were used. The jacking ratio is 
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defined as the ratio of the moment, Mj, to Mp. This term is referred to as the jacking ratio and 
usually expressed as a percentage. Figure 2.18 shows a jack and pump set used in the heat 
straightening set-up. Table 2.2 shows the jack number and the jack area. 
 
Fig. 2.18 Jack and pump 
2.8 Temperature 
                    One of the most important and yet difficult to control parameters of heat 
straightening is the through thickness temperature of the heated metal. Factors affecting the 
temperature include size of torch orifice, intensity of flame, speed of torch movement, and 
thickness of the plate. 
                    The maximum temperature recommended by most researchers is 6500C (12000F) for 
all but the quenched and tempered high strength steels. Higher temperature may result in greater 
rotation. However, out-of-plane distortion becomes likely and surface damage such as pitting 
will occur at 760-8700C (1400-16000F). Also temperatures in excess of around 7000C (13000F) 
may cause molecular composition changes which could result in changes in material properties 
after cooling. 
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              To control the temperature, the speed of the torch movement and the size and type of 
orifice must be adjusted for different thicknesses of material. However, as long as the 
temperature quickly reaches the appropriate level, the contraction effect will be similar. 
2.9 Summary 
               In this chapter the parameters for damaging the plates and heat straightening were 
discussed. The equation for determination of jacking pressure was developed. The method for 
damaging the plates to a specific strain ratio was discussed. The calculated yield stresses for the 
damaged plates were shown along with a typical load deformation curve. Movement of a plate as 
the heat cycle progressed was shown. Base and cantilever angles were described and their 
measurements were explained. The line heat mechanism was discussed and the pattern followed 
for applying a series of line heats to plates was shown. 
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
               To date, strain ratios up to 100 and jacking ratios up to 50% have been used in repair of 
plates. The analyses of such repairs have been well documented in the literature. It has been 
shown in previous research studies that the increase in the jacking ratio will result in increased 
movement of the plate. The effect of increasing the jacking ratio on higher degrees of damage 
remains uninvestigated. Strain ratio and jacking ratio are the two varying parameters used in this 
research study. In this chapter the effect of these two parameters on the movement of plates is 
investigated. The effect of strain ratio and jacking ratio on material properties of steel are also 
described in this chapter. 
3.2 Heating Methodology 
              Line heats were applied on a series of lines drawn on the damaged zone. These lines 
were at half inch spacing. Each heat cycle had one line heat. During two consecutive heat cycles 
no two adjacent lines were heated. As explained in Section 2.5 the line patterns were marked in a 
way that lines above the center line C were even numbered and lines below the center line C 
were odd numbered. Line heats were applied to plates following the pattern described in Table 
2.3. On each line five equally spaced points were marked for reading the temperature with an 
infrared thermometer. The points were located at the beginning of the line, at the quarter, half, 
three-fourth distance and at the end for every line. The ideal heating temperature was 12000F. 
However, because of the human variability of moving the torch and the time lag between 
removal of the torch from the steel and shooting of the infrared thermometer, the reading varied 
from the exact temperature. Depending upon the temperature reading, the speed of applying heat 
on the line was either increased or decreased. The goal was to maintain an ideal temperature of 
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12000F. After each heat, the drop in pressure was noted and the jacks were re-jacked to their 
original pressure. The drop in jacking pressure was due to the movement of the plate during the 
heat. After each heat cycle, the plate was allowed to cool and a constant jacking pressure was 
maintained during the cooling phase by periodically re-jacking the jacks to their original 
pressure.  
3.3 Parameters Measured 
           Temperature, drop in pressure, moment arm and the jacking pressure were measured for 
each heat. The base angle, Bθ , and the cantilever angle, Cθ , were measured at the beginning of 
each heat cycle. Whenever there was a significant change in the geometry of plate, a new jacking 
force was calculated based on the new moment arm, d, as described in section 2.3.1. Change of 
jacks, gauges and readjustment of channels were also noted for all plates. Jacks and gauges were 
changed in case of leaks or bad readings. Gauges were also changed if the maximum pressure 
were exceeded.  
3.4 Relationship between Initial Degree of Damage, Jacking Ratio and Plate Movement. 
3.4.1 Experimental Results 
           Shown in Table 3.1 is a summary of the data collected for all nine plates. The criteria for 
completion of a repair were that Cθ = Bθ   (see Figure 2.11). This criterion was difficult to meet 
because the plate tended to curl about the longitudinal axis near the edges. Thus if Cθ equaled Bθ   
at the center of the plate over-straightening would occur near the edges. Therefore, judgment was 
used as to exactly when to stop the heating process. The reference location for measuring Cθ and 
Bθ  was at the center of the plate. As can be seen in Table 3.1 heating was generally stopped 
when Cθ  and Bθ  were within several degrees of each other. The average change in angle, Pθ , is 
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the change in degree of damage, dθ , per heat cycle. This angle is computed by the following 
formula 
n
p fCBiCB
)()( θθθθθ −−−=  
Where, 
Cθ  = Cantilever angle 
Bθ  = Base angle 
i = initial values prior to heat cycle 
f = final values after last heating cycle 
n = number of heats 
Table 3.1 Summary of Data for Plate Heat Straightening 
Jacking pressure 
(psi) 
Plate 
No. 
Strain 
ratio 
Jacking 
ratio 
(%) 
Line 
heat  
No. 
Before  
heat 
After 
heat 
Loss in 
moment 
(%) 
Canti-
lever 
angle, 
Cθ  
(deg.) 
Base 
angle, 
Bθ   
(deg.) 
Total 
angle  
Change 
(deg.) 
Avg. 
Change 
in angle, 
Pθ  (deg.) 
1 3100 1650   0.9 33.1 C-1 50 
41 2900 2350 
10.0 
33.3 33.4 
32.07 0.78 
1 3800 2400   9.8 34.0 C-2 70 
19 3550 2200 
13.7 
34.9 32.6 
26.42 1.40 
1 3800 2500 14.2 38.4 C-3 
 
 
 
65 
90 
14 4200 3700 
9.0 
39.0 39.0 
24.20 1.72 
1 1400 700   6.4 85.5 A-2 50 
276 2700 2500 
4.5 
35.0 37.3 
49.20 0.17 
1 1650 600   4.1 80.6 A-3 70 
128 2900 2700 
6.3 
36.5 35.2 
51.80 0.40 
1 1210 690   5.55 82.2 A-1 
 
 
 
150 
90 
104 5100 4600 
5.1 
39.4 35.5 
50.90 0.50 
1 1900 1100 36.5 89.1 B-3 50 
686 2570 2400 
4.8 
31.9 35.3 
76.77 0.12 
1 2570 2000 39.6 87.8 B-2 70 
465 2400 1900 
5.3 
40.6 37.0 
77.80 0.16 
1 3240 1400 36.4 88.8 B-1 
 
 
 
200 
90 
320 3098 2400 
12.7 
33.0 34.5 
80.55 0.25 
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3.4.2 Relationship between Heat Cycles and Change in Angle 
               As expected, the number of line heats required to straighten a plate with a given degree 
of damage varies inversely with the jacking ratio. Note that for plate C-3 (µ = 65, Mj/Mp = 90%) 
the plate was essentially straight after 14 cycles. The data from these cycles were used to 
compute the average change in angle per cycle. A few additional heats were conducted after this 
point which over-straightened the plate. Because the method of measurement was questionable 
during this latter phase, these data were not included in the comparative analysis. Shown in 
Figures 3.1 to 3.3 are the progressions of movement after each cycle. The movement is plotted in 
terms of the angular degree of damage, dθ , as shown in Figure 2.3. A linear least square curve fit 
is also shown. The progression of movement is nearly linear. A different perspective is shown if 
the change in angle per heat cycle is plotted. Shown in Figures 3.4 to 3.12 are the graphs of 
change in angle per line heat versus heat number. As seen from the graphs the change in angle of 
the plate for first few heats was large and decreased as heat cycles progressed. This behavior is 
due to the damage residual stresses existing during the early phase of the heat cycles. There was 
significant variability of angle change between the heats as indicated by the scattered data. This 
scatter is very typical of heat straightening. A curve fitting procedure was used to interpret the 
data. After trying polynomial, linear, exponential and logarithmic curves (all least square fits), 
the logarithmic curve was selected as the best curve fit to the data. Another observation was that 
the change in angle for some heat numbers was nearly zero. Such cases have been observed in 
previous research and in field repairs.  The scatter and trends of these curves follow similar 
patterns from previous research. However, because the change in slope in any cycle is small, 
these variations are not significant. Since the overall trend of movement (Figures 3.1 to 3.3) is 
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linear, the average movement per cycle (or per line heat) is an accurate representation of the 
movement. 
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Fig. 3.1 Angle of damage versus heat number for jacking ratio = 50% 
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Fig. 3.2 Angle of damage versus heat number for jacking ratio = 70% 
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Fig. 3.3 Angle of damage versus heat number for jacking ratio = 90% 
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Fig. 3.4 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-1) 
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Fig. 3.5 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 70% (C-2) 
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Fig. 3.6 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 90% (C-3) 
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Fig. 3.7 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 50% (A-2) 
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Fig. 3.8 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 70% (A-3) 
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Fig. 3.9 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 90% (A-1) 
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Fig. 3.10 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 50%  
                   (B-3) 
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Fig. 3.11Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 70%  
                  (B-2) 
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Fig. 3.12 Change in angle versus heat number for plate with µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 90%  
                    (B-1) 
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3.4.3 Relationship between Plate Movement and Jacking Ratio 
          Shown in Figures 3.13 to 3.15 are the graphs for average change in angle versus jacking 
ratios for strain ratios of 65,150 and 200. Shown in Figures 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 are the graphs of 
the angular degree of damage versus heat number for plates with the same strain ratio and 
varying jacking ratios. These graphs illustrate that the amount of movement is proportional to the 
level of jacking force. 
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Fig. 3.13 Comparison of average change in angle for plates with µ = 65 
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Fig. 3.14 Comparison of average change in angle for plates with µ = 150  
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison of average change in angle for plates with µ = 200  
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Fig. 3.17 Angular degree of damage versus heat number for µ = 150 
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Fig. 3.18 Angular degree of damage versus heat number for µ = 200 
3.4.4 Relationship between Plate Movement and Degree of Damage 
          Shown in Figure 3.1 to 3.3 are the graphs showing the angular degree of damage versus 
heat number for plates with the same jacking ratio. The movement is inversely proportional to 
the degree of damage. This behavior has not been previously quantified due to lack of 
comparative data. For example, Avent et al (1993) reported a comprehensive experimental and 
analytical study of the heat straightening behavior of plates. The plates were damaged to strain 
ratios of 30, 90 and 100 respectively. After repair, the plates with the same jacking ratio, but 
different degree of damage were compared. The plate with minimum damage (µ = 30), when 
compared to maximum damage (µ = 100), showed more mean plastic rotation for the same 
jacking ratio, vee angle and vee depth ratio. However, with this small data base, it was not 
possible to draw definitive conclusions. The data bases generated in this research are large 
enough to conclude that the movement per heat is inversely proportional to the degree of 
damage, µ. 
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Fig. 3.19 Comparison of average change in angle versus jacking ratios  
 
              The results of this portion of investigation can be summarized by comparing the average 
values of change in angle as shown in Figure 3.19. The variation in movement with respect to the 
jacking ratio was consistent with previous heat straightening research. However, the relationship 
between the movement and the degree of damage has not been previously studied. It is obvious 
from Figure 3.19 that the movement is inversely proportional to the degree of damage. Of 
particular interest is the magnitude of the difference. The movement of plates with µ = 200 was 
on order of one-tenth that of plates with a µ = 65. It thus appears that decisions to use heat 
straightening repair should include the factor of degree of damage. The time for repair of the 
highest degree of damage may preclude its use. 
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3.5 Material Testing 
               A series of material property tests was conducted to determine the effects of jacking 
ratio and strain ratio. Most testing for the basic mechanical properties of heat-straightened plates 
have been conducted on the undamaged plates which have been vee heated for only few heat 
cycles. Researchers concluded from these tests that: (1) little change occurred in modulus of 
elasticity, (2) slight increases were found in the yield and ultimate tensile stress, and (3) a 10-25 
percent reduction in ductility was observed. Of more significant are the properties of damaged 
plates repaired with the heat straightening method. To investigate this behavior, material 
property tests were conducted on damaged plates in which a large number of heats had been 
applied. In order to do so coupons were extracted from repaired plates.  Tensile strength and 
charpy toughness tests were conducted on all plate specimens in order to determine their 
properties. In the following sections the results from both tensile tests and charpy tests are 
described. 
3.5.1 Tensile Strength Tests 
              Many useful properties are derived from the results of a standard tensile test. A tensile 
test is performed on a prepared material sample (i.e., a specimen) that is axially loaded in 
tension. The resulting elongation is measured as the load increases. The tensile strength test may 
be used to determine the modulus of elasticity, yield strength, ultimate strength and ductility of a 
specimen. Tensile strength tests were conducted on the coupons extracted from the repaired 
plates. Tests were conducted on six coupons per plate. The six coupons three were taken from 
the damaged zone on the side where the heat was applied which was also tension zone due to 
damage (which will hereafter be referred to as tension zone coupons) and they were labeled as 
(T). The remaining three coupons were taken from the bottom side of damaged zone which was 
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the compression zone due to damage (which will hereafter be referred to as compression zone 
coupons) and they were labeled as (C). The measurements of the coupons were as per the ASTM 
guidelines (ASTM A370-97a).  The results of the tensile tests are shown in Table 3.2 for the eight 
plates.   
              Shown in Figures 3.23 to 3.37 are the stress strain curves for nine plates. Figures 3.23 to 
3.28 show the stress strain curve for all six coupons from plate C-1 (µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50%). 
For the remaining plates the graphs are similar for individual coupons from the tension zone (T) 
and compression zone (C). Hence they are plotted on the same graph for each plate. 
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Fig. 3.20 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-1-T) 
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Fig. 3.21 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-2-T) 
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 Fig. 3.22 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-3 -T) 
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Fig. 3.23 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-4-C) 
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Fig. 3.24 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-5-C) 
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 Fig. 3.25 Stress-strain curve for plate with µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50% (C-6-C) 
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           Fig. 3.26 Stress-strain curve for plate C-1 (µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 50%)  
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Fig. 3.27 Stress-strain curve for plate C-2 (µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 70%)  
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Fig. 3.28 Stress-strain curve for plate C-3 (µ = 65 and Mj/Mp = 90%) 
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Fig. 3.29 Stress-strain curve for plate A-2 (µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 50%) 
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Fig. 3.30 Stress-strain curve for plate A-3 (µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 70%) 
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Fig. 3.31 Stress-strain curve for plate A-1 (µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 90%) 
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Fig. 3.32 Stress-strain curve for plate B-2 (µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 70%) 
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Fig. 3.33 Stress-strain curve for plate B-1 (µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 90%) 
Modulus of Elasticity 
              Based on the limited data no significant change was found in the modulus of elasticity 
among the plates. The modulus of elasticity showed a slight increase for all the plates. There 
were variations in change of modulus of elasticity among plates with the same strain ratio and 
different jacking ratios. The results did not show a linear pattern. The values from unheated 
plates are not available to date. However the values were slightly higher than standard value of 
29,000 ksi. 
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Table 3.2 Tensile Strength Tests Results for µ = 65 (C) 
 
Plate 
No. 
Strain 
ratio 
Jacking 
ratio (%) Comment 
R 
(inch)
E  
(MPa) 
yσ  
(ksi) 
uσ  
(ksi) 
Elongation 
(%) 
        31,400,000 65 74 12.9
        31,600,000 67 76 12.7
      
Compression 
zone   31,500,000 68 75 12.0
C-1 68 50 Average 4.44 31,500,000 66.7 75.0 12.6
        30,900,000 53 70 22.4
        31,900,000 53 69 21.5
      
Tension 
zone   31,200,000 54 71 20.1
      Average   31,300,000 53.3 70.0 21.4
        34,200,000 72 81 12.5
        32,500,000 73 82 12.4
      
Compression 
zone   31,900,000 75 81 10.5
C-2 64 70 Average 4.69 32908013 73.3 81.3 11.8
        31,800,000 54 74 24.1
        32,200,000 54 74 23.2
      
Tension 
zone   32,200,000 54 74 20.8
      Average   32,000,000 54.0 74.0 22.7
        32,000,000 76 84            10.7
        32,200,000 76 84 9.9
      
Compression 
zone   30,500,000 75 82 10.1
C-3 67 90 Average 4.50 31,500,000 75.6 83.3 10.2
        30,800,000 56 75 21.3
        31,500,000 57 74 22.2
      
Tension 
zone           
      Average   31,200,000 56.5 74.5 21.8
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Table 3.3 Tensile Strength Tests Results for µ = 150 (A) 
 
Plate 
No. 
Strain 
ratio 
Jacking 
ratio (%) Comment 
R 
(inch)
E  
(MPa) 
yσ  
(ksi) 
uσ  
(ksi) 
Elongation 
(%) 
31,800,000 84 88 7.0
31,500,000 86 87 7.1
Compression 
zone 31,600,000 87 87 6.8
  
  
  
A-2 
  
  
  
142 
  
  
  
50 Average 
  
2.13 31,600,000 85.6 87.0 6.9
31,800,000 63 78 14.4
34,400,400 66 77 15.3
Tension 
zone 33,300,000 65 75 15.5
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Average 
  
  
  
  33,200,000 64.6 77.0 15.1
30,700,000 87 91 7.3
32,300,000 83 90 10.2
Compression 
zone 32,600,000 88 90 8.2
  
A-3 
  
151 
  
  
  
70 Average 
  
  
  
2.00 31,800,000 86 90.3 8.6
31,500,000 64 77 16.3
31,800,000 63 75 16.9
Tension 
zone 31,700,000 63 74 16.2
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  Average 
  
  
  
  31,700,000 63.3 75.3 16.4
30,800,000 80 83 7.5
30,400,000 84 85 6.5
Compression 
zone 29,600,000 74 78 8.0
Average 
  
  
  
2.13 30,300,00 79.3 82.0 7.4
29,900,000 71 77 14.6
30,100,000 61 74 14.3
Tension 
zone 29,800,000 61 73 15.7
  
  
  
A-1 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
142 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
90 
  
  
  
  Average 
  
  
  
  29,900,000 64.3 74.3 14.9
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Table 3.4 Tensile Strength Tests Results for µ = 200 (B) 
 
E  yσ   uσ   Plate 
No. 
Strain 
ratio 
Jacking 
ratio 
(%) Comment 
R 
(inch) (MPa) (ksi) (ksi) 
Elongation 
(%) 
          28,600,000 81 88 4.3
          36,700,000 68 84 3.46
      
Compression 
zone           
B-3 195 50 Average 1.55 32,650,000 74.5 86 3.88
          31,700,000 51 75 15.7
          34,800,000 51 72 21.8
      Tension zone           
      Average   33,250,000 51 73.5 18.7
        32,100,000 82 93 8.0
        32,000,000 85 88 8.7
      
Compression 
zone   32,500,000 82 88 7.7
B-2 190 70 Average 1.59 32,200,000 83 89.6 8.1
          30,300,000 61 78 17.3
          31,600,000 65 76 14.0
      Tension zone   31,200,000 60 76 15.7
      Average   31,100,000 62 76.6 15.7
          32,800,000 95 99 4.5
          32,000,000 99 98 5.0
      
Compression 
zone   32,200,000 98 95 4.7
B-1 197 90 Average 1.53 32,300,000 97.3 97.3 4.7
        34,000,000 65 82 4.7
        34,000,000 72 80            12.0
      Tension zone   32,000,000 71 78 12.4
      Average   33,300,000 69 80 13.1
 
Yield Stress and Tensile Strength 
              The results for the yield stress and tensile strength of the repaired plates are shown in 
Tables 3.2-3.4. The original yield stress was also computed from load deformation curves (Table 
2.1) when the plates were initially damaged. Shown in Figure 3.20 and 3.21 are the graphs for 
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yield stress versus jacking ratio and ultimate stress versus jacking ratio. The increase in yield 
stress was larger for plates with a higher strain ratio. It obvious from the graphs that the yield 
stress was highest for the worst damaged plate (µ = 200). The yield stresses were also 
significantly larger than the original yield stress. Average yield stress for compression zone 
coupons (C) was significantly higher than tension zone coupons (T). It can be concluded that 
yield stress is directly proportional to degree of damage. In contrast, the level of jacking force 
has little effect on yield stress and ultimate strength.  
            The differences in yield stress after repair in the tension side and compression side may 
be due to one of two reasons: (1).The heat was applied only on the tension side of damaged 
plates. (2). The fact that one side was in compression and other was in tension may have bad 
effect on yield stress. More data is needed to determine which of these two factors is most 
significant.  Ultimate stress versus jacking ratio followed a similar pattern as the yield stress. 
However, the differences were somewhat smaller 
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Fig. 3.34 Comparison of yield stress versus jacking ratio for various degrees of damag 
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Fig. 3.35 Comparison of ultimate strength versus jacking ratio for various degrees of                
                 damage. 
Ductility 
              Ductility is a measure of the elongation of a steel coupon until failure. It is usually 
defined as the change in length divided by the original gauge length expressed as a percentage. A 
review of the stress-strain graphs in Figures 3.26 -3.33 show that there are significant differences 
between the elongation of compression zone coupons and those in tension zone. The normal 
range of elongation is 28-45% for low carbon steels. Based on the one inch gauge length used for 
these coupons, the maximum strain equals the ductility when expressed as a percentage. 
                Several conclusions about ductility can be drawn from the stress-strain curves. First, in 
general, the ductility in the compression zone is approximately one-half of the tension zones. 
This behavior leads to the conclusion that the compression zone is more susceptible to fracture 
than the tension zone. It has been reported that the compression zone is where fractures have 
often occurred during heat straightening (Avent and Mukai, 1998). These tests suggest a reason 
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for this type of fracture.  The average ductility versus strain ratio is shown in Figure 3.36. It can 
be seen that the reduction in ductility is also a function of strain ratio. Even in tension zone, the 
ductility is significantly below the ASTM standard for steel. In addition the ductility is inversely 
proportional to strain ratio. This behavior suggests that fracture sensitivity is proportional to the 
degree of damage. 
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Fig. 3.36 Comparison of ductility versus strain ratio  
3.5.2 Charpy Toughness Test 
                   The charpy V-notch test specifically evaluates the notch toughness. The notch 
toughness is the resistance to fracture in the presence of a notch and is widely used as a guide to 
performance of steel structures susceptible to brittle fracture. In this test, a small rectangular 
coupon with a specified size V-shaped notch at its mid length is simply supported at its ends as a 
beam and fractured by a blow from a swinging pendulum. The amount of energy required to 
fracture the specimen, which can be calculated from the height to which the pendulum raises 
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after breaking the specimen, is determined for a range of temperatures. These data are used to 
plot curves such as those shown in following Figures. For the structural steels, the energy 
decreases from relatively high values to relatively low values over a region of decreasing 
temperature. The temperature near the bottom of the energy-temperature curve, at which a 
selected low value of energy is absorbed, often 15 foot pounds, is called the ductility transition 
temperature. The ductility transition temperature provides a rating of the brittle-fracture 
resistance of the steel. The lower the transition temperature, the better the resistance to brittle 
fracture. 
                  The results from the charpy toughness tests are shown in Table 3.5. Shown in Figures 
3.37, 3.39 and 3.41 are the graphs from the charpy tests for strain ratios of 65, 150 and 200, 
respectively. Due to the high magnitude of difference in toughness between tension zone and 
compression zone coupons, separate plots were plotted for compression zone coupons. The 
coupons from the tension zone (T) showed higher energy values at service temperature (room 
temperature = 200C) and at zero degrees for all strain ratios. The failure is ductile for tension 
zone coupons at service temperature for all strain ratios as they have lower transition 
temperature.  The Table 3.5 and Figure 3.37, plate A-1 (T) (µ = 150), had a maximum toughness 
of 160 ft-lb showed a ductile failure. The compression zone coupons had value around or below 
10 ft-lb, which suggested a brittle nature.  Shown in Figure 3.38, 3.40 and 3.42 are the charpy 
tests results for compression coupons. The coupons from compression zone (C) showed lower 
energy values at service temperature and at zero degrees for all strain ratios. The failure is brittle 
for compression zone coupons for all strain ratios. This pattern is consistent with the ductility 
results previously discussed. The transition temperatures for both zero degrees and service 
temperature are highlighted in bold. 
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Table 3.5 Data from charpy toughness test 
Strain 
ratio 
Plate 
No. 
Jacking 
ratio 
(%) 
Temperature 
( C ) 
     
Compression 
zone (C)    
(ft-lbs) 
Transition 
Temperature 
(0C) 
Tension 
zone 
(T) (ft-
lbs) 
Transition 
Temperature 
(0C) 
      -40 5   22.7   
      0 22.5 -18 77.5 ≤ -40 
  C-1 50 7 40   82   
      15 33   116   
      24 42   87   
      -40 5   38   
65 C-2 70 0 9 12 79 ≤ -40 
      7 8   98   
      15 20   89   
      24 15.5   88   
      -35 5   58   
  C-3 90 0 15 0 100 ≤ -40 
      7 17.5   64   
      15 37   69   
      24 24.5   96   
      -40 1   18.5   
  A2 50 -18 3 ≥ 20 134.5 ≤ -39 
      0 4.5   141.5   
      20 9.5   165   
150     -40 1.5   6.5   
  A3 70 -18 2 ≥ 20 144 ≤ -40 
        
  
  
 
 
  0 3.5   138.5   
      20 9.5   157   
      -40 0.5   50.5   
  A1 90 -18 5.5 ≥ 2 123 ≤-40 
      0 10   160   
      20 122.5   161   
 
    -40 6   9   
B2 70 -18 9 ≥ 20 19 -28 
    0 6.5   21.5   
  
  
200 
      20 8.5   32.5   
 
      -40 1   4   
  B1 90 -18 2 ≥ 20 32 -32 
      0 2   32.5   
      20 5.5   35   
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                  Fig. 3.37 Graph for charpy tests µ = 65 and various jacking ratios  
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Fig. 3.38 Graph for charpy tests compression zone coupons (µ = 65) 
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Fig. 3.39 Graph for charpy tests µ = 150 and various jacking ratios 
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Fig. 3.40 Graph for charpy tests compression zone coupons (µ = 150) 
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Fig. 3.41 Graph for charpy tests µ = 200 and various jacking ratios  
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Fig. 3.42 Graph for charpy tests compression zone coupons (µ = 200) 
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          Shown in Figure 3.43 is the graph for compression zone transient temperature versus strain 
ratio. It is obvious from the graph that the transient temperature for the compression zone 
increased with increase in strain ratio indicating an increase in brittleness with strain ratio. The 
transient temperature for the tension zone coupons was near or below -300C for all the strain 
ratios indicating ductility.  Again, the trend is that the level of brittleness is directly proportional 
to the strain ratio and the compression zone is the critical region. For the cases where the 
transition temperature can be determined, the bar graph ends with the shaded area. For cases 
where it can only be determined that the transition temperature is greater than a certain value, the 
bar graph is extended and is unshaded. 
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Fig. 3.43 Transient temperature versus strain ratio (compression zone) 
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3.5.3 S.E.M. (Scanning Electron Microscope) 
                The large majority of steels used for bridge construction in the United States are either 
carbon or low alloy steel. At ambient temperatures, these steels have three major constituents: 
ferrite, cementite and pearlite. The iron carbide equilibrium diagram shown in Figure 3.44 
illustrates the relationship of these components. Ferrite consists of iron molecules with no carbon 
attached, cementite is an iron carbon molecule, (Fe3C); and pearled is a mixture of cementite (12 
percent) and ferrite (88 percent). A low carbon steel has less than 0.8 percent carbon, too little 
carbon to develop a 100 percent pearlite compound, resulting in pearlite plus free ferrite 
molecules. High carbon steels (carbon content between 0.8 and 2.0 percent) have more carbon 
than required to form pearlite, resulting in steel with additional cementite. Low carbon steels 
tend to be softer and more ductile because these are characteristics of pearlite. Cementite is hard 
and brittle thus high carbon steels are harder and less ductile. A scanning electron microscope 
(S.E.M.) is used for magnifying objects up to 15x to 200,000x (reached in 25 steps) and a 
resolution of 5 nanometers. Six coupons from nine plates (three tension zone and three 
compression zone) and three different strain ratios (65, 150 and 200) were selected, and their 
crystalline structure was studied under S.E.M. Shown in Figure 3.45 is the scanning electron 
microscope. Figures 3.46, 3.47 and 3.48 show the crystalline structures for plates with strain 
ratio of 65, 150 and 200 respectively. A ductile failure will occur if the pearlite lines (lighter in 
shade Figures 3.46 -3.48) are irregular and smooth and have small round shapes, known to resist 
the deformation. A brittle failure will occur if the lines are continuous and edgy. For the plate 
with a strain ratio µ = 65 and a jacking ratio 70%, the compression zone coupon specimen 
showed continuous and edgy pearlite lines (Figure 3.46). This coupon showed a tendency to 
brittle behavior. The tension zone coupon specimen showed smooth and discontinuous lines of 
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pearlite, showing a tendency toward a ductile failure. For the plate with a strain ratio µ = 150 and 
a jacking ratio 50% (Figure 3.47) the compression zone coupon showed a more brittle nature and 
the tension zone coupon showed ductile nature. The coupon selected for strain ratio µ = 150 (A-
1) had a charpy toughness of 160 ft-lbs The crystalline structure under the S.E.M. showed 
nothing unusual to define the high energy values. For plate with strain ratio µ = 200 and jacking 
ratio 70% (Figure 3.48) the compression zone coupon tended toward brittleness and the tension 
zone coupon tended toward ductility. 
 
Fig. 3.44 Iron Carbide equilibrium diagram 
 
 
Fig. 3.45 Scanning Electron Microscope (S.E.M.) 
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            C-2 Compression Zone                                          C-2 Tension zone 
Fig. 3.46 Plate with µ = 65and Mj/Mp = 70% 
 
       
              A-2 Compression zone                                            A-2 Tension zone 
Fig. 3.47 Plate with µ = 150 and Mj/Mp = 50% 
 
       
                 B-2 Compression zone                                         B-2 Tension zone 
Fig. 3.48 Plate with µ = 200 and Mj/Mp = 70% 
 
Pearlite 
continuous 
and edgy 
Pearlite 
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and smooth 
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3.6 Summary 
               In this chapter the data from the heat straightening of nine plates damaged to three 
different strain ratios of 65,150 and 200 were presented. The relationship between movement of 
the plate and the heat number was shown for all specimens. Graphs for average change in angle 
and varying jacking ratio percentage per heat cycle were shown for all strain ratios. The 
movement of the plates was inversely proportional to the degree of damage and directly 
proportional to the jacking ratio. Tensile strength tests and charpy tests results on repaired plates 
were also shown. The material properties of modulus of elasticity E, yield stress, elongation, 
ductility computed from tensile tests were shown. Stress-strain graphs were shown for coupons 
from eight plates. The yield stress and ultimate tensile stress increased with increase in strain 
ratio but was not significantly influenced by jacking ratio. Ductility decreased with strain ratio 
but was not significantly influenced by jacking ratio. The charpy toughness test showed higher 
toughness for coupons from tension zone (T), when compared to compression zone (C). The 
charpy tests on the tension zone coupons indicated ductility better than original steel. The charpy 
tests on compression zone coupons indicated brittleness in comparison to original steel. The 
S.E.M. analysis of the crystalline structure for the three strain ratios agreed with the results from 
tension and charpy tests. 
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CHAPTER 4. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR LOCAL DAMAGE 
4.1 Introduction 
             Damage in steel members can be broadly classified as global and local damage. 
Different methods are required for the heat-straightening repair of these types of damage. Global 
damage is the overall flexural deformation of the damaged section with respect to its supports. 
Local damage is characterized by the plastic strain occurring only in the region of impact. It 
includes small bulges, bends or crimps in single elements of the cross section. The two most 
frequently encountered patterns can be categorized for convenience as flange bulges and web 
buckles. Flange bulges are associated with local damage to unstiffened cross section elements 
such as the flange of a girder. Web buckles are associated with local damage to stiffened cross 
section elements such as the web of a girder. 
             The focus of past heat-straightening research has been on the various aspects of a 
repairing global damage. However, it is a rare situation when localized damage does not occur 
concurrently with the global damage. Yet, little published information has been available on how 
to repair the local damage by heat straightening. As a result, the localized damage is often 
repaired improperly by cold mechanical straightening and hot mechanical straightening, as well 
as heat straightening. 
                  In cold mechanical straightening, the steel is restored to its original shape by applying 
external loads in excess of the plastic capacity while the steel is still at ambient temperature. In 
hot mechanical straightening, the steel is heated to very high temperatures (often greater than 
9270 C or 17000 F) causing a severe reduction in yield strength and plastic capacity. The steel is 
then straightened by external forces. The forces used are smaller than those used in cold 
mechanical straightening but are still in excess of the yield capacity of the heated steel. Both 
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methods involve straightening of the steel by mechanical means. As a result, these techniques 
may involve strain hardening which results in a loss of ductility and increased brittleness. The 
safe alternative is heat straightening. 
                Local damage patterns have two main characteristics: large plastic strains (usually 
tensile) in the damaged zone, and bending of plate elements about their weak axis. If the local 
damage is to be repaired, shortening must be induced in the damaged area equal to the elongation 
caused when the element was damaged.  In addition, the distortion along the yield lines must be 
removed as a part of the repair process. Studies on global damage repair have shown that vee 
heated regions shorten significantly during cooling and that lines heats can be used to induce 
bending about the yield lines. 
           The purpose of this chapter is to describe the basic procedures for heat-straightening 
repair of localized damage. This methodology will be illustrated plate elements of a wide flange 
beam in which the damage was induced in the laboratory with a controlled loading system. The 
resulting damage tended to be more symmetrical and less severe than sometimes encountered in 
practice. The repair procedures described here illustrate the general principles used to repair 
localized damage. The heating pattern suggested can be adapted to the more complex and 
irregular actual damage patterns often found in practice. 
           In this chapter finite element modeling for the jacking force on a typical plate element is 
described and heating patterns are developed. These heating patterns and the jacking forces can 
be adjusted to fit a variety of specific damage configurations. A leat jacking force of 50% was 
selected, to repair the experimental damage. 
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4.2 Finite Element Modeling for Unstiffened Flange 
4.2.1 Model Description 
              In this section an approach for determining an efficient heating pattern for repairing 
locally damaged plates is developed. All finite element models created in this work were 
developed using the program ANSYS 9.0. This program is powerful computing software for 
engineering modeling and analysis. A plate of dimensions as shown in Table 4.1 was   used as a 
model. The goal was to develop efficient heating patterns which would correspond to contour 
lines for the principle moments. This chapter discusses the finite element modeling for the 
jacking force on a typical plate element is described and heating patterns. These heating patterns 
and the jacking forces can be adjusted to fit a variety of specific damage configurations A 
contour line is a line which defines point of equal elevation and, in our case, points of equal 
principal moments throughout the plate element. Shown in Table 4.1 are the basic geometric and 
material properties of the mathematical model used for analysis. A shell 63 element was used for 
analysis. Shell 63 has both bending and membrane capabilities. Both in-plane and normal loads 
are permitted. The element has six degrees of freedom at each node: translations in the nodal x, 
y, and z directions and rotations about the nodal x, y, and z-axes. Stress stiffening and large 
deflection capabilities are included.  These heating patterns are then laid upon a experimentally 
damaged section for repair. 
Basic assumptions for the model are 
1. The material is homogenous and isometric. 
2. Material is elastic. 
3. Static loading was used. 
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Table 4.1 Properties of Plate Element 
Properties Plate Element 
Length 32 inches 
Width  8 inches 
Thickness 0.25 inch 
Young modulus E 29000 (ksi) 
Poisson’s ratio 0.25 
Material Linear, Elastic 
Number of elements 256 
 
4.2.2 Boundary Conditions 
            As described previously the study focuses on the behavior of plate damage repair as an 
integral part of a structure. In this case flange damage of an I-section is modeled. For damaging 
the flange a point load was taken as the damaging force on the flange. The approach used here is 
to first investigate the distribution of moments due to an applied jacking force on an idealized 
model of unstiffened flange. The contour pattern for principle moments are developed and 
provide a guide for a line heat pattern that can be applied to local flange damage. This general 
pattern can be adjusted to match the specific deformation resulting from impact damage. The 
plate-flange section was simply supported on the two opposite short sides, fixed on one long side 
(representing the flange web juncture) and free on the other (representing the free edge) as 
shown in Figure 4.1. The length of the plate was chosen long enough that the simple supports on 
the sides would have a negligible effect on the moments due to the jacking force. These 
boundary conditions approximate an unstiffened flange. A unit out-of-plane (Z-direction) point 
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load was applied at the center of the free edge (Figure 4.1) to model the jacking force. The 
boundary conditions for were applied on nodes and not on the elements. The plate (32 inches by 
8 inches) was divided into elements of 1 square inch. The basic element size is shown in Figure 
4.2. Shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are the contours for displacement and principle stress. 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Boundary conditions for idealized model of flange 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 Element size for model 
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Fig. 4.3 Out of plane displacement contours 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 Principle stress contours 
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Using a mathematical computer program MATLAB, contours for principle moment were plotted 
as shown in Figure 4.5. The formula for principle moments is 
 
xyyx
yx mmm
mm
M 22.min.,max 4)(2
1
2
)( +−±+=                                                  (4.1) 
where, 
mx = bending moment in x-direction 
my = bending moment in y-direction 
mxy = twisting moment 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 4.5 Principle moment contours 
4.2.3 Methodology 
                     The purpose for the model analysis was to develop efficient heating patterns for 
local damage. As shown in Figure 4.6 the moment changes signs at a point where moments are 
zero (point of inflection). The application of line heats can be based on this pattern. For 
maximum effectiveness of the jacking force line heats should be applied along the maximum 
moment contours. These contours should be associated with the largest flexural deformations. 
        0  -0.05 
0.2        0.3       0.35 
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However, since a damaged plate has varying degrees of damage over the section, the line heats 
should also be placed over the entire section where the damage has occurred. 
             The heating pattern must also be adjusted to fit the actual damage. For example, if the 
damage is concentrated over a relatively small length of the flange, only contours within the 
damaged zone should be heated. Likewise, for damage over an extended length of the flange, it 
may be required to shift the jacking force during the heating process. The contour pattern shown 
should be used as a template. The jacking force should be placed at a location such that 
maximum moment contours correspond to maximum flexural damage to plate. Similarly, as a 
repair progresses and damage is eliminated, the heating lines should contract to a stage within the 
remaining damaged area.  Described in later sections is the experimental work conducted to 
investigate the behavior of a plate with the new heating pattern. 
 
Fig. 4.6 Curve for deflection in the z direction 
 
4.3 Experimental Analysis 
4.3.1 Locally Damaged Flange on I-Section 
             Shown in Figure 4.7 is the damaged flange of an I-section (W10 X 49). The damage was 
induced using a point load application near the free edge. The flange was damaged to a 
maximum strain ratio of 25. 
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Fig. 4.7 Damaged flange of an I-section 
 The entire flange was divided into grids of 2 inch length. The deflection of the flange was 
measured for each grid. These measurements were helpful in computing the largest angle of 
damage and comparing it with the angle of damage after heat straightening. 
4.3.2 Modeling 
          The flange and web dimensions of the I-section discussed above were used for creating a 
finite element model. The contours for displacement, principle stress and principle moments 
were plotted using ANSYS 9.0 as described above. Shell 63 element was used for the modeling. 
Basic properties of shell 63 have been discussed in the previous section 
4.3.3 Boundary Conditions for Flange Element 
           The plate flange was subjected to boundary conditions so as to simulate the same 
characteristics as flange forming an integral part of an I-section. This plate was fixed on one side 
and pinned on the two short sides as shown in Figure 4.8. To simulate damage a point load of 
one unit was applied at the center of the free edge. The load acted in the Z-direction. The 
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boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4.8. The plots mentioned above were plotted. Shown in 
Figure 4.9, is the element layout. Shown in Figure 4.10 are the principle moment contours.  
 
Fig. 4.8 Boundary conditions for flange  
 
 
Fig. 4.9 Element size for flange 
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    0    -0.4 
Fig. 4.10 Principle moments for flange 
         These contours are similar to those of the previously analyzed plate. Thus, this pattern of 
the contours can be used as a general pattern for straightening unstiffened flanges. Note that the 
length of the plate for the analysis was long enough that the side boundaries did not affect the 
moments. 
4.4 Heat Straightening Procedure for Damaged Flange 
4.4.1 Strain Ratio 
        The flange was damaged to about one inch deflection and the strain ratio was computed 
using following formula applied to the measured gird deflections. 
yRF
Eymax=µ                                                                                                                       (4.2) 
where, 
µ = strain ratio 
E = modulus of elasticity (29,000 ksi) 
ymax = one half the flange depth = 0.25 inch 
Fy = yield stress = 36 ksi 
0.2        0.3 
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R = radius of curvature 
         The radius of curvature can be approximated by measuring the grid layout displacement in 
the z direction (perpendicular to the plane of the flange). The radius of curvature is related to 
displacements by the following formula 
2
11 21
L
zzz
R
rr +− +−=                                                                                                      (4.3) 
where, 
r = node number 
zr = deflection at node r 
L= grid spacing (in.) 
4.4.2 Computation of Restraining Forces 
        When a flange is damaged by a concentrated force, the flange initially behaves as a flexural 
plate and deforms into a series of yield lines. As deformations increase into the large deflection 
range, the flange acts as a membrane with large tensile stresses. When the jacking force is 
applied, the reverse occurs. Initially, relatively large axial compression stresses will occur. As 
the plate straightens out, the flexure stresses tend to become more dominant. Thus, the jacking 
force serves two purposes: to create compressive axial stresses which accelerate flange 
shortening; and to create bending stresses at yield lines which again accelerate straightening. 
A geometric layout to model typical flange bulge geometry (in terms of yield lines) is shown in 
Figure 4.11 where the applied load, Wu, is assumed to be uniformly distributed over one-half of 
center regions. 
       It was decided to use a 50% jacking ratio for this repair. The simplifying assumptions used 
for calculating restraining forces are 
1. The strength of plate is governed by flexure alone and axial effects are ignored. 
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2. The plate is assumed to be a thin plate, i.e., the width of plate is much greater than its 
thickness. 
3. The steel is perfectly plastic and fully yielded at yield lines. 
4. The plate deforms plastically at failure but is separated into elastic segments by yield 
lines. 
5. Bending and twisting moments are uniformly distributed along the yield lines. 
6. Elastic deformations are negligible compared to plastic deformations, i.e., plate segments 
rotate as plate segments when a mechanism forms. 
           The jacking pressure was computed using the formula given by Avent and Mukai (1998). 
The external load, Wu (force/area) represents the jacking force.  
The moment capacity along a yield line, Mp, is given by 
                                                                                                                (4.4) 
 
                                                                                       
                                                                                       (4.5) 
 
where, 
a, b, c are shown in Figure 4.11 
t = thickness of flange 
 The Jacking Force is 
4
acWP UJ =                                                                                                                     (4.6) 
Applying these formulas to the test beam (assuming A36 steel) where a = 3.75 in. b = 10.625 c = 
5. The yield line moment, Mp, equals 2.25 in-kips and the jacking force is 
Pj = 10.33 kips 
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Fig. 4.11 Yield Line Layout 
For the jack used the jacking pressure P, was 
P = 4000 psi 
          The yield line analysis can be compared to the finite element analysis. Since the yield line 
analysis was based on a 50% jacking ratio, the plastic capacity would correspond to a jacking 
force of 20.6 kips. The maximum principle moment contour for a unit force is around 0.4 in-kips. 
Thus a 20.6 kip force would produce a maximum elastic moment of approximately 8.2 in-kips. 
However, the yielding would begin to spread through yield lines at 2.25 in-kips. The collapse 
mechanism would not be completed until the yielding has spread to all yield lines. Thus, even at 
a 50% jacking ratio some yielding would occur at a few locations. Based on the straightened 
plate properties that have been experimentally determined, the jacking stresses are a minor 
influence on material properties. Therefore localized over stresses should not be a concern in 
repairing localized damage. 
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4.4.3 Experimental Data and Results 
         Shown in Figure 4.12 to 4.13 is the experimental set up and heating pattern laid out on the 
test beam flange. Shown in Table 4.2 is the data from the experiment. Shown in Figure 4.13 is 
the cross section of damaged beam showing outer and center deflection along with angle of 
damageα . Each heat cycle consisted of 3 heats. The line heats were applied alternatively (see 
Figure 4.15), for instance in one heat cycle contour lines A, C and F were heated. In the second 
heat cycle B, D and H were heated. Contour line E was the line of inflection, where the principle 
moment was zero. Since there was no damage at that line no heat was applied. During each heat 
cycle a constant pressure of 4000 psi was maintained. After each heat cycle, the flange was 
allowed to cool down to room temperature and measurements were taken. A single line heat was 
applied on the web, at web and flange juncture since a yield line had formed at this location the 
heating pattern was repeated. 
 
 Fig. 4.12 Heating pattern 
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                                                               (a) Photographic View 
 
(b) Schematic Sketch 
                                                Fig. 4.13 Damaged cross section 
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Table 4.2 Experimental Data 
Heat Cycle Outer Deflection (in.) 
Center 
Deflection (in.) α  (deg.) Comments 
1 1.43 0.679 11.7   
2 1.019 0.503 5.87   
3 0.897 0.484 4.03   
4 0.882 0.445 3.01   
5 0.805 0.444 2.6   
6 0.723 0.402 1.46   
7 0.644 0.357 0.23   
8 0.581 0.328 -0.16   
9 0.52 0.311 -1.26   
10 0.485 0.3 -1.98   
11 0.42 0.29 -2.96   
12 0.388 0.285 -3.83   
13 0.305 0.242 -4.93   
14 0.214 0.208 -5.98 
Change in 
heating 
pattern 
15 0.216 0.19 -5.92   
16 0.187 0.175 -5.93   
17 0.2 0.171 -5.69   
18 0.183 0.157 -5.74   
19 0.186 0.15 -5.52   
20 0.051 0.054 -6.72 
Jacks shifted 
towards 
center 
21 0.096 0.043 -6.73   
22 0.097 0.058 -6.7   
23 0.08 0.045 -6.73   
24 0.068 0.054 -6.78   
25 0.085 0.04 -6.75   
26 0.068 0.045 -6.74   
27 0.062 0.022 -6.61   
28 0.075 0.035 -6.71   
29 0.057 0.042 -6.65   
30 0.053 0.042 -6.53   
31 0.03 0.024 -6.5   
32 0.024 0.023 -6.49   
33 0.004 0.001 -6.49   
34 0.003 0.005 -6.65   
35 0.005 0.018 -6.49   
36 0.016 0.011 -6.12   
37 0.017 0.013 -6.02   
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                                 Fig. 4.14 Movement of flange during heat straightening 
 
       Shown in Figure 4.15 is the graph for flange deflection and slope versus heat cycle. The 
movement for first cycle is significantly larger than other cycles this is due to presence of 
residual stresses created during the damage of the plate. Until heat cycle 14, the movement of the 
flange was almost linear. When damaging the flange with a point load application, a bulge 
developed near the center of the half-flange, as shown in Figure 4.16. For removal of the bulge, 
first the heating pattern was changed to circular heats around the bulge. This was done beginning 
at heat cycle 14. At cycle 20 the jack was shifted to the center of the bulge. The movement of the 
plate is nearly constant from heat cycle 14 and heat cycle 20. The bulge was reduced as a result 
of last series of heats. 
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Fig. 4.15 Bulge in Flange Damage 
4.5 Comparison of Results with Minor Axis Damage 
        The data collected from the experiment can compared to a minor axis damaged plate. For 
this purpose, the data from the plate with a strain ratio 65 and jacking ratio 50% was chosen. The 
graph for the change in angle per heat cycle was compared with change in angle for flange per 
heat cycle. The comparison is shown in Figure 4.17. The movement for both plate and flange 
followed a similar pattern.  However, the flange movement was significantly less than the plate. 
This behavior is attributed to the more complex stress pattern and the fact that the moment along 
most of the line heats is less than 50%. 
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Fig.4.16 Comparison of Plate and Flange Movement 
 
4.6 Summary 
         A methodology has been presented to heat straighten localized damage. A mathematical 
model was developed and analyzed using the finite element method. Based on the analysis of the 
model, new heating patterns were developed. An I- section was locally damaged in the 
laboratory using a point load application. The heating patterns were then laid out on the flange 
damage and heats were applied. Results from the experimental data were presented. The new 
heating patterns were found to be effective in repairing local damage. The results were then 
compared with results of minor axis damage. They followed a similar pattern as for minor axis 
damage. However, the movement for was larger for minor axis plate repair than that of the 
locally damaged flange. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summary 
           This study has focused on the heat straightening repair of plates bent about their minor 
axis. The primary interest has been in the effects of strain ratio and jacking ratio on the material 
properties and behavior. Plates subjected to strain ratios of 65, 150 and 200 were repaired using 
jacking ratios of 50%, 70% and 90%, respectively. Previously, plates damaged to strain ratios up 
to 100 and jacking ratios up to 50% have been studied.   In addition an approach for the 
development of efficient heating patterns for a local damage has been developed. 
Once the plates were damaged they were mounted on rigs and repaired. Line heats were used for 
repairing the damaged zone. A heating temperature of 12000F was used. 
Material properties were compared to the results for unheated, undamaged plates. Coupons were 
taken out of repaired plates and were tested for yield stress, ultimate stress, Young’s modulus, 
elongation and toughness. 
         Plates often form an integral part of some structural elements like a wide flange or I-
section. In such cases, repair of plate elements with minor axis damage is required. The case of a 
plate with localized flange damage was investigated. A finite element model was used to 
determine lines of maximum moments and these lines formed the line heating pattern. A 
computer software program, ANSYS 9.0, was used for this purpose. Contours for displacement, 
principle stresses and principle moments were plotted for specified boundary conditions 
approximating a flange bulge. Heating patterns corresponding to the contours for principle 
moment were used for repairing a locally damaged I-section. The change in angle was then 
compared to a minor axis damaged plate with a strain ratio of 65 and jacking ratio of 50%. 
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5.2 Conclusions 
The following conclusions was drawn from this investigation 
1. Plate movement during heat straightening is inversely proportional to the degree of 
damage. This behavior had not been previously observed during straightening. 
2. Plate movement during heat straightening is directly proportional to the level of jacking 
ratio. This behavior is consistent with previous research. 
3. The level of jacking force has little effect on yield stress, ultimate stress, modulus of 
elasticity and ductility. 
4. The increase in yield stress after repair is directly proportional to the strain ratio. 
5. The yield stresses after repair in the zone damaged in compression (bottom side of the 
plate damage where no heat was applied) is significantly larger than the yield stresses of 
the zone damaged in tension (top side of the plate damage where heat was applied). 
6. Ductility (% elongation) after repair is inversely proportional to the strain ratio. The 
compression zone is significantly less ductile than the tension zone. For all strain ratios 
evaluated ductility is significantly less than ASTM standards. 
7. There were no significant changes in the modulus of elasticity from its original value in 
either zones damaged in tension or compression for all strain ratios. 
8. Based on ductility transition temperature, the charpy tests on tension zone coupons 
indicated ductility equal to or better than the original steel. The charpy tests on the 
compression zone coupons indicated an increase in brittleness in comparison to the 
original steel. 
9. The Scanning Electron Microscope analysis of the crystalline structure for the three strain 
ratios indicated a similar trend to the results from tension and charpy tests. 
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10. The local damaged flange was repaired using the new heating pattern. The graph for the 
change in angle versus heat number followed a similar pattern when compared with the 
movement of minor axis plate repair. However, the magnitude of movements was larger 
for minor axis plate repair than that of the locally damaged flange. 
          The results of this study have implications for the future practice of heat straightening. 
The repair of high degree of damage material compromises the material properties and may 
lead to brittle failures. Such failures have been observed in practice although little 
documentation is available on the degree of damage and jacking level utilized. 
              It is not clear whether the brittle characteristics are a result of the high strain ratios 
or the heating procedure. The brittleness of the zone damaged in compression corresponds to 
the side opposite that to which the heat was applied. The lower temperatures on the back side 
may influence the brittle behavior. More investigation is needed to evaluate this aspect. 
              The level of the jacking force has relatively small effect on the material properties. 
This result suggests that jacking ratios higher than 50% could be used in the repairs of the 
local (minor axis) damage. However, caution should be used when considering the use of 
higher jacking forces on plate with a higher degree of damage. Since all indicators suggest 
that fracture sensitivity increases in proportion to strain ratio, the high jacking force could 
lead to fractures. 
           The results have provided the engineer with data on what material changes to expect 
under the conditions of high strain damage.  
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